INTRODUCTION
============

While the development of a prophylactic vaccine for human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is a tremendous advance in preventing disease, it is still clear that we have few therapeutic interventions that are effective, particularly in the setting of cervical cancer and laryngeal papillomatosis. Current therapy is highly invasive and we are still stuck in a "mediaeval torture\" scenario whereby only physical intervention is available through laser ablation (burning), cryo-therapy (freezing), surgery (cutting), or chemical treatments (poisoning) including chemotherapy. While these remedies certainly achieve a level of effectiveness in terms of bulky reduction, no curative treatment exists and so improvements in terms of overall survival are needed. The search for a therapeutic vaccine has been ongoing for many years with no clinical success. It is clear that new approaches are required and this is where RNA interference (RNAi) may offer exciting new possibilities. While RNAi has the ability to act as a direct anti-viral, *via*the targeting of HPV sequences, it is also useful as a tool to rapidly identify novel anti-viral drug targets *via*large-scale screens. Since its discovery, the importance of RNAi in the viral setting has been quickly recognised, with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) being one of the first targets where RNAi was shown to work \[[@R1]\]. Given the complete reliance of HPV on the expression of the oncogenes E6 and E7 for cancer formation, and in a form generally expressed off the same mRNA, HPV makes an ideal candidate for RNAi therapy and many groups have examined this possibility. Furthermore, while RNAi has the ability to act as a direct anti-viral *via*the specific targeting of HPV sequences, it is also useful as a tool to rapidly identify novel anti-viral drug targets *via*large-scale screens, and this could contribute to potential therapies. In this review we will outline past efforts of RNAi therapy for HPV *in vitro* and *in vivo*, examine the various targets and outcomes, as well as look at combined treatments, the issue of delivery, and finally offer our view on a potential path to the clinic.

RNAi -- A BRIEF OVERVIEW
========================

RNAi is an evolutionarily conserved gene silencing phenomenon that is orchestrated in cells by means of short non-coding RNAs, typically 20-30 nucleotides long \[[@R2]\]. The first reports of gene suppression came from the plant kingdom \[[@R3]\], but soon similar observations were made in a wide variety of eukaryotes. However, RNAi really came to the fore after the seminal discovery by Fire and Mello in *C. elegans*, where the expression of target mRNA was shown to be blocked by introducing sequence-specific short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) into the cell \[[@R4]\]. Typically, siRNAs are 21 nucleotides long, of which 19 nucleotides form a duplex and 2 nucleotides remain unpaired on each of the 3' ends \[[@R5]\]. This basic Tuschl siRNA structure can also be chemically modified to enhance its functionality and pharmacokinetic properties \[[@R6]\]. The findings by Elbashir and colleagues demonstrating that siRNAs could work in mammalian cells opened a new area of biology and suggested RNAi could be developed as a potential therapeutic \[[@R7]\].

The RNAi pathway (Fig. **[1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}**) is triggered in the cytoplasm when the RNase III endonuclease, Dicer, processes long double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) precursors or short hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) into effector siRNAs. Otherwise, 21-mer siRNA molecules mimicking Dicer cleavage products can be utilised to mediate RNAi effects. Subsequently, the antisense strand (complementary to the target mRNA) of the siRNA duplex is assembled into the multi-protein RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) \[[@R8]\], commonly referred to as siRISC. The target-specific siRISC then base-pairs with homologous mRNAs, where the Argonaute-2 (Ago2) protein mediates mRNA slicing at a point 10 nucleotides away from the 5' end of the siRNA, resulting in the endonucleolytic mRNA cleavage \[[@R9]\]. Ultimately, the cleaved mRNAs become degraded by the action of cellular exoribonucleases and the catalytic siRISC is recycled to mediate multiple rounds of silencing. For extended gene silencing effects, siRNAs can be stably expressed from an expression vector in the form of shRNAs. The stem-loop bearing shRNA is exported out of the nucleus to be subjected to the nuclease activity of Dicer and the resulting siRNA is fed into the RNAi machinery to cause mRNA knockdown. It is this knockdown mechanism that can be exploited to reduce the levels of pivotal proteins involved in viral replication and disease.

THE CONCEPT OF RNAi FOR HPV
===========================

HPV infection was identified to be the major risk factor for cervical cancer almost 30 years ago \[[@R10],[@R11]\] with HPV types 16 and 18, belonging to the high-risk group, causing approximately 50% and 20% cervical cancer cases respectively \[[@R12]\]. In addition to cervical cancer, HPV genotypes are also involved in other malignancies such as vulvar, anal, penile and oropharyngeal carcinomas \[[@R13],[@R14]\]. Most HPV infections are naturally cleared or suppressed by cellular immunity but can sometimes cause benign hyperplasia with low malignant potential, or occasionally give rise to pre-cancerous lesions, which if not treated can eventually develop malignant phenotypes \[[@R15],[@R16]\]. The diversity of HPV types, the lack of inflammation, and the generally unobtrusive nature of HPV infection all result in the immune system taking many months to recognise and clear infection. This, together with antigen differences between HPV types, has made development of treatments involving antigen recognition difficult. Indeed, therapeutic vaccines have proven unsuccessful to date. We do, however, have two successful prophylatic vaccines that are highly effective but it will take many years for the incidence rates of cervical cancer to be affected, highlighting the need for the development of therapies for those currently afflicted with HPV-associated disease.

In terms of RNAi therapies any viral gene could potentially be targeted; this includes the six early non-structural genes (E1, E2, E4, E5, E6, and E7) and the two late structural genes (L1 and L2) \[[@R17]\]. As the simultaneous expression of E6 and E7 oncogenes is pivotal for transformation and maintenance of malignant phenotypes \[[@R18]\] these genes have been the main focus by all goups to date. This complete reliance of E6/E7 expression and the fact that these genes are expressed from the same promoter and mRNA make these targets highly attractive. Hovewer, some complications have been noted. The sequence homology between the E6 and E7 genes of various HPV types is variable, meaning that each virus could potentially require a specific siRNA. Further, splice variants also exist, particularly in E6 expression, meaning target site selection is important \[[@R19]\]. Nonetheless, various groups have shown success in reducing the expression of both genes using a single siRNA (see below). The potential of E1, E2 and E4 have not been explored to date and there is only a single report investigating E5 \[[@R20]\]. As late genes are not expressed in HPV-induced cancers they would not make good anti-cancer targets.

Compared to other therapies RNAi has the advantage of being therapeutic, highly specific, and able to target all HPV types while exhibiting few side effects. It overcomes the major issue of non-specific toxicity to bystander cells exhibited by chemo- and radiotherapy and unlike current vaccines can be used in both a prophylactic and therapeutic setting. A comparison of siRNA to current treatments is presented in Table **[1](#T1){ref-type="table"}**.

RNAi TARGETING HPV -- A HISTORY
===============================

While siRNA-induced RNAi can generally be utilised against any papillomavirus infection, published works have focused on the high risk, cervical cancer-inducing types HPV 16 and 18 (see Fig. **[2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}**). Jiang and Milner reported the first successful attempt at HPV silencing using siRNAs in 2002 \[[@R21]\]. SiRNAs designed selectively against either HPV16 E6 or E7 were delivered using lipid-mediated transfection reagents into the cervical cancer cell lines Caski and SiHa. A marked decrease in HPV 16 E6 or E7 mRNA was shown, representing selective knockdown due to specific siRNA directed against either gene. While both E6 and E7 knockdown showed an increase in cellular p53 following RNAi, knockdown of E6 was shown to reduce cell growth while knockdown of E7 induced apoptosis. This led to the conclusion by Jiang and Milner that knockdown of E7 rather than E6 would be better for therapeutic applications. It was also suggested in this study that specific targeting of the E7 protein could occur *via*RNAi without affecting E6 levels. However, as E6/E7 exists as a bicistronic open reading frame and is transcribed from the same promoter \[[@R22],[@R23]\], this claim was controversial.

Following Jiang and Milner's findings, Butz *et al.* demonstrated the effects of RNAi on HPV18 E6 alone over E7 \[[@R24]\]. This selectivity was achieved by designing siRNAs against the splice region of the E6 mRNA, which is not present in the majority of the transcripts expressing E7. It is worth noting that these siRNAs were delivered using a pSUPER vector system as opposed to liposome-mediated vectors previously preferred by Jiang and Milner. Targeting the splice region meant translation could still be initiated following intronic splicing, and E7 protein levels would not be affected following RNAi. They showed that E6 silencing alone resulted in apoptotic cell death of papillomavirus-positive cells and thus suggested the preference of E6 silencing for therapeutic approaches in contrast to the initial findings by Jiang and Milner. Yamato *et al.* further supported this theory by using siRNAs targeted against the regions outside of and within the E6 splice region, with siRNA directed against the spliced region showing a greater rate of cell death in HeLa and SW756 cell lines \[[@R25]\].

Several reports examining knockdown of both E6 and E7 proteins followed, using either E6- or E7-directed siRNA treatment \[[@R26],[@R27]\]. These showed that delivery of siRNAs against E6 or E7 would induce cell senescence in the absence of apoptosis. While the debate of cell fate following RNAi is still ongoing, all reports agreed on reduced cell number and growth *in vitro* following RNAi treatment \[[@R21],[@R24]-[@R26]\].

These initial *in vitro* findings were followed by *in vivo* experiments. These typically involved the inoculation of cervical cancer cells pre-treated with E6/E7 siRNAs in immune-deficient mice and generally reported reduced tumour growth compared to those treated with control siRNAs (reviewed in \[[@R28]\]). Similarly, pre-treatment of murine TC-1 cells with HPV16 E7 siRNAs also resulted in smaller tumours in immune-competent mice \[[@R29]\]. Even more promising was permanent HPV18 E6/E7 shRNA transfection which used lentiviral vectors to deliver into mice, as this was shown to result in complete loss of tumour growth \[[@R30]\]. Niu *et al.* then demonstrated that intratumoural injections of siRNAs could lead to tumour suppression in Caski cells \[[@R31]\], while findings from our laboratory have shown that systemic delivery of siRNAs encapsulated in liposomes were able to selectively reduce TC-1 tumour growth in C57BL/6 mice \[[@R29],[@R32]\].

Overall, in both cells and pre-clinical animal models, published results using RNAi directed against HPV E6 and E7, whether as siRNA or shRNA, all point to treatment being extremely specific and highly potent. These results were encouraging in terms of progress towards the clinic but as outlined below, there are significant technical hurdles to overcome, particularly in the delivery area, before this becomes a reality.

DOES RNAi INDUCE APOPTOSIS OR SENESCENCE?
=========================================

Due to the role of E6 and E7 in maintaining cell proliferation and immortalisation of infected cells, treatment with siRNAs lead to reduced cancer cell proliferation and clearance. Most published works as we have reviewed here agree that the downstream effects post-RNAi in HPV-infected cells achieve these outcomes, thus highlighting RNAi as a therapeutic strategy for HPV-induced diseases. However, the question of whether these cells undergo senescence or apoptosis post-RNAi is still open to debate.

HPV E6 maintains cancerous conditions through an anti-apoptotic activity against p53 *via*ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis and proteasomal degradation \[[@R33]\]. The consequent knockdown of E6/E7 will result in a cellular accumulation of p53, a protein known to cause apoptosis \[[@R21]\]. However, reports by Putral *et al.* and Hall *et al.* provided evidence that siRNA transfection causes HPV-infected cells to undergo senescence rather than apoptosis in the presence of cellular p53, an intriguing result \[[@R26],[@R34]\].

To further elucidate this effect, DiMaio's group in Yale silenced E6 and E7 in HPV18-positive HeLa cells by expressing bovine papillomavirus (BPV) E2 protein, a natural viral suppressor of E6/E7, and tested for cellular senescence and colony formation \[[@R35]\]. They then expressed exogenous HPV type 16 E6 or E7 in these cells thus leading to specific repression of either E6 or E7 alone so that the role of each gene was able to be observed separately \[[@R36]\]. With E7 repressed, pRb was activated and triggered cell senescence, while E6 repression resulted in the activation of p53 and triggered both senescence and apoptosis. Interestingly, repression of either gene also inhibited telomerase activity, cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK) activity and expression of c-myc \[[@R35]-[@R37]\]. Thus, this allowed them to cleverly tease out the roles of E6 and E7.

These separate roles for E6 and E7 were also the focus of other publications. The most relevant role of E6 is to cause p53 degradation, avoiding apoptosis \[[@R33]\]. In the presence of E6, a complex of ubiquitin ligase E6-associated protein (E6AP) is formed \[[@R38]\], leading to an E6AP-directed, ubiquitin-mediated degradation of pro-apoptotic factors Bak/Bax \[[@R39],[@R40]\], which further halted apoptosis and allowed infected cells to proliferate. E6 also targeted pro-apoptotic factor MAG-I, affected Akt signalling and inhibited apoptosis \[[@R41]\]. E6 was further shown to exert effects at the cell cycle G1-S transition, alleviating G2 arrest imposed by anti-proliferative signals induced by p16^INK4a^ and p27^(kip2)^\[[@R42]\], thus contributing to cell immortalisation and transformation. It is perhaps no surprise then that specific silencing of the E6 protein was able to abrogate these effects *via*reactivation of cellular p53 and cause infected cells to undergo both cellular senescence and apoptosis.

On the other hand, the most prominent role of E7 is to inactivate phosphorylated retinoblastoma protein (pRb), allowing progression of virally-infected cells to S phase where DNA replication occurs \[[@R43]\]. Binding of E7 to pRb causes proteasomal degradation similar to the effects of E6-bound p53 \[[@R44]\]. This degradation of pRb allows E2F to freely bind promoters of genes associated with cell cycle progression, resulting in increased cell replication \[[@R45]\]. Other cell cycle proteins affected by E7 binding and presence include the cyclin-dependent kinase inhibitors (CKIs) p21 and p27 \[[@R46]\] that allow the release of CDK/cyclin complex inhibition \[[@R46]-[@R48]\], CDK2 that enhances viral life cycle progression \[[@R49]\], and DNA methyltransferase 1 (DNMT1) that influences DNA methylation leading to genomic instability and aneuploidy \[[@R50]\], which is a hallmark of cellular malignant progression and cancer \[[@R51]\]. Thus, specifically silencing E7, if it were possible, would halt cell cycle and reactivate pRb, causing cells to prominently undergo senescence.

One issue affecting this research has been the use of the qualitative and pH-dependent senescence-associated β-galactosidase assay to measure senescence. It takes a long time to develop and is difficult to control with regard to pH. Better assays would be useful to gain more reliable results, such as using molecular markers as opposed to this somewhat variable assay. For example, a microarray analysis on E6/E7 siRNA-transfected TC-1 cells showed induction of the Bcl21l3 gene \[[@R52]\], a member of the Bcl2 family described to block apoptosis and lead cells into senescence \[[@R53]\]. Molecular-based assays to probe for senescence markers (p16^INK4A^, CXCL14/BRAK and p311) \[[@R54]\] versus apoptosis assays such as TUNEL/Annexin V staining \[[@R55],[@R56]\], could also be carried out to directly compare siRNA-transfected cells and more reliably elucidate post-RNAi cell fate. Ultimately, whether the end result is senescence or apoptosis, the outcome from a therapeutic perspective is that cancer cells will no longer grow and will be removed by normal cellular turnover mechanisms.

COMBINED THERAPIES- DRUGS
=========================

Despite demonstrating much promise, RNAi has had limited success in the clinical setting, with the reported phase 1/2 clinical trials showing modest effects to treat viral infection or macular degeneration (reviewed in \[[@R57]\]). This has been linked to either poor delivery and/or low siRNA efficacy. All cancer-specific trials in phase 1/2 have yet to report outcomes and generally target common targets in solid tumours such as polo-like kinase 1 (PLK1), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), etc. However, a common clinical strategy is to combine new treatments, such as RNAi, with standard care. In the case of HPV-mediated cancers, standard treatments are generally surgery, radiotherapy or chemotherapy (with the agents cisplatin, camptothecin, or bleomycin are currently approved in the USA). *In vitro* results have suggested this is a viable approach, with one study showing that by targeting HPV oncogenes using siRNA, the p53 pathway can be reactivated and lead to a four-fold increase in the sensitivity of tumour cells to cisplatin \[[@R26]\]. Therefore, this strategy could be used to reduce the cisplatin dose requirement, which is extremely important as the typical doses required to activate p53 in cervical cancer cells in the presence of HPV E6 often lead to drug resistance and detrimental side effects including neurotoxicity \[[@R58]-[@R60]\]. More recently, the combination of E6/E7-specific siRNA and cisplatin therapy was further confirmed to be significantly superior to either modality alone using a combination of both *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments. The long-term exposure of HPV-positive cervical cancer cells to the combination of cisplatin and E6/E7-specific siRNA *in vitro* was shown to induce apoptosis and cellular senescence \[[@R61]\]. In addition, the combination of E6/E7-specific siRNA and either low-dose or high-dose cisplatin delayed tumor growth and induced tumor regression in a xenograft mouse model of cervical cancer *via*the induction of apoptosis, senescence and anti-angiogenesis \[[@R61]\].

Other than cisplatin, there has also been some success with other clinically relevant chemotherapeutic drugs when combined with RNAi therapy. For example, the restoration of the p53 pathway by degrading E6 mRNA has been shown in cytotoxicity assays to increase sensitivity to doxorubicin and gemcitabine \[[@R62]\], while combined application with paclitaxel can inhibit cervical tumour growth in mice \[[@R62],[@R63]\]. Another clinical therapy that has potential when used in tandem with siRNA against E6 is that of the targeted induction of apoptosis through the tumour necrosis factor-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL). Cervical neoplasia specimens have been shown to express the death receptors DR4 and DR5, both of which are activated by TRAIL, and the expression of these receptors are up-regulated upon re-instatement of the p53 pathway \[[@R64],[@R65]\]. Consequently, knockdown of E6/E7 through siRNA treatment may be able to prevent proteasomal degradation of p53 and lead to the transactivation of death receptor expression on the cell surface, sensitising these cells to TRAIL and leading to the induction of apoptosis. To date, the results have been mixed and this phenomenon has only been seen in E6-suppressed cells treated with cisplatin but not in cells treated with siRNA alone \[[@R66]\]. These *in vitro* effects on cultured cervical cancer cells may be due to the preferential induction of senescence, which could preclude the TRAIL-mediated activation of the apoptotic pathway \[[@R67]\].

Other rational approaches that promote restoration of p53 levels could also have some benefit when combined with RNAi therapies. Certain antibodies that bind to the NH2-terminal region of E6 have been found to totally block the E6-mediated degradation of p53 *in vitro*\[[@R68]\] and these could be co-delivered with siRNA directed against E6 to have a synergistic effect \[[@R69]\]. Also, specific protease inhibitors such as lopinavir can inhibit the E6-mediated proteasomal degradation of p53 and when combined with RNAi could promote selective toxicity of HPV-transformed cervical carcinoma cells by increasing p53 levels and inducing apoptosis \[[@R70]\]. Lastly, CDK inhibitors, such as purine-based roscovitine, have been shown to prevent the initiation of transcription from viral genomes and this could be used in combination with siRNA to restore p53 levels, driving apoptosis in HPV-transformed cells \[[@R71],[@R72]\].

COMBINED THERAPIES- IMMUNE SYSTEM
=================================

A further potential for combining siRNA therapy is to involve the immune system in recognising and clearing HPV-infected cells. While all clinical trials testing siRNAs go to great lengths to avoid immune activation *via*modification of the phosphodiester backbone, the idea of using the immune system to aid in treatment is becoming recognised. After all, we know that curing HPV infections require both innate and adaptive immune responses and this has been the goal of immune-based therapies for some time. The combination of senescence and/or apoptosis combined immune system activation *via*siRNA-mediated activation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs) is an intriguing possibility. We know, for example, that interferon (IFN)-α was used in treating genital warts (*condyloma acuminata*) caused by HPV \[[@R73],[@R74]\] and siRNA has been shown to induce IFN *via*TLRs \[[@R75]\]. Moreover, Aldara^**®**^, a potent TLR7 agonist, has been licensed to treat HPV-induced genital warts. Thus, a combinatorial approach of RNAi plus TLR-activating activity may result in an improved anti-viral, anti-tumour strategy against HPV-induced disease.

SiRNAs are activators of TLRs and other modulators (see Fig. **[3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}**), which results in the triggering of innate immune activation \[[@R75]\]. Protein kinase R RNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR), retinoic acid inducible gene-I (RIG-I)/interferon-induced helicase domain C (MDA-5) and TLR7 are all examples of innate immunomodulatory receptors that are all activated by siRNAs. The induction of PKR by small RNAs is well documented, although siRNAs have been shown to be poor inducers *in vivo*\[[@R76]\]. Induction of PKR by siRNA activates the downstream proteins nuclear factor of light polypeptide gene enhancer in B cells (NFκB) and interferon regulatory factor 1 (IRF-1), further activating signal transducer and activator of transcription 1 (STAT-1) \[[@R77]-[@R79]\]. Phosphorylated STAT-1 with IFN regulatory factor 7 (IRF7) acts as a transcription factor to induce the expression of IFNα/β genes, producing the release of these cytokines by siRNA-transfected cells. Addition of structural modifications to siRNAs, in particular 5'-triphosphate, have been shown to also trigger specific recognition by RIG-I/MDA-5 \[[@R80]\]. Activation of RIG-I leads to the downstream activation of IRF3 and further induction of type 1 IFNs including IFNα/β \[[@R81]\]. Together, the induction of PKR/RIG-I/MDA-5 can promote an anti-viral defence status in epidermal keratinocytes \[[@R82]\] and this may be a useful tool in a combined RNAi therapy.

Another important observation is that liposome-encapsulated siRNAs have been described to accumulate in cellular endosomes, exposing siRNAs to recognition by endosomal TLRs, particularly TLR3 and TLR7 \[[@R83]\]. This activation would promote ligand binding and dimerisation of separate immunomodulators; toll/interleukin-1 receptor homology domain containing adaptor protein inducing IFNβ (TRIF) for TLR3 and myeloid differentiation primary response protein 88 (myD88) for TLR7 \[[@R84]\]. Engagement of these adaptors can then activate mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases and NFκB \[[@R85]\], inducing a cellular inflammatory response. Similarly, sequence-specific sensing by TLR7 of uridine-bulge siRNAs or siRNAs with high-U sequence motifs would activate IRF7 *via*interleukin-1 receptor-associated kinase (IRAK1) and IRAK4, activating transcription and consequent secretion of IFNα/β \[[@R86],[@R87]\]. On the other hand, siRNA recognition of TLR3 induces a downstream multiprotein complex of IκB-kinase (IKKε), tumour necrosis factor (TNF) receptor associated factor-3 (TRAF3), and TANK-binding kinase 1 (TBK1) \[[@R87]\]. This complex then activates IRF3, which acts similarly to IRF7, driving IFN activation. IRF3 is also triggered by RIG-I through the IPS-1/PKR/RIG-I pathway presenting a further mechanism of IFN activation. \[[@R88]\].

Taken together, siRNA-induced immunostimulation causes elevated levels of type I IFNs, bridging the innate with the adaptive immune response and further acting as immunomodulators through the action of natural killer (NK) cells, dendritic cells (DCs), and macrophages \[[@R89],[@R90]\]. This induction of type I IFNs *via*TLR7-sequence specific sensing is obviously important as it is conserved in both human and mouse \[[@R91]-[@R94]\]. It has also been shown that an elevated level of TNFα is as good an indicator of immunostimulation as IFNα \[[@R95],[@R96]\] and this is important as the activation of TLR7 also activates the NFκB pathway, leading to induction of TNFα \[[@R97]\].

It is important to note that siRNA sensing by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) is influenced by siRNA structure or sequence motifs and by exploring these features it could lead to promising cancer therapeutic applications. Addition of ligands such as CpG-DNA to siRNAs have been shown to activate TLR9, with bifunctionality shown to be more effective at reducing melanoma *in vivo* than RNAi effects alone \[[@R98]\]. Other motifs have also shown promise in the cancer therapeutic setting such as the 5'-triphosphate, which when combined with siRNA (3p-siRNA) activates RIG-I \[[@R80]\], as does the addition of a uridine bulge to the siRNA backbone \[[@R99]\]. Furthermore, siRNAs with sequence motifs such as UGUGU are biased towards immunostimulation and PRR sensing, more so than siRNAs devoid of such sequence motif \[[@R100]\]. This bifunctional approach demonstrates gene knockdown coupled with the added benefit of immunostimulation is a useful and novel approach to therapy.

Successes of this type have already been noted with bifunctionality leading to the improved efficiency of siRNAs as a therapy against HPV-induced disease \[[@R29]\]. Activation of TLRs inducing IFNs has been seen as a proven anti-tumour strategy \[[@R101]\] *via*the enhancement of innate immunity, activation of T cell immunity and an increased response to cytotoxic T cells (CTL). Stimulation through TLRs also enhances cytotoxic killing and induction of apoptosis in TLR positive tumours. A successful example of TLR-activation for therapeutic potential is the use of the TLR agonist Aldara^®^ (Imiquimod), which has been used to treat genital warts caused by HPV \[[@R102]\]. Topical application was found to augment T-cell responses and enhance representation of CTLs in monocyte dendritic DCs (mDCs) \[[@R103]\]. This further promoted maturation of E7-loaded mDCs, which included E7-specific T cell responses characterised by elevated expression of IL-12 and IFNγ secretion by CD4 naïve T-cells. Meanwhile, the TLR agonists, isatoribine and resiquimod, induce IFNα through TLR7/8 activation and have been shown to cause the reduction of Hepatitis C virus \[[@R104]\]. These immunological responses by TLRs allow assistance in tumour cell clearance once these cells are targeted by degradation and reinforce the concept that a bifunctional siRNA approach could provide a promising single molecule approach for HPV-induced disease.

There are compelling reasons to use RNAi in combination with conventional drugs and/or the immune system. The former marks an easier road to clinical trials as it just involves adding siRNA to current standard-of-care practises and is likely to yield results based on promising preclinical data. The latter represents a more speculative approach which recognises that the immune system is ultimately involved in all "cures" and finding ways to manipulate it for better cancer outcomes has been the focus of much research over many years. Using siRNA with immune activating properties extends this approach but there is clearly a need for caution in order to avoid overt inflammatory responses. While combined therapies will potentially improve efficacy, there still remains the issue of how to deliver siRNAs to target cells.

THE DELIVERY OF RNAi
====================

A major barrier to the success of RNAi therapy has been the vexing issue of delivery. SiRNAs on their own are inherently unstable in bodily fluids and poorly taken up into cells due to their size, charge, susceptibility to nuclease attack, and short half-life caused by renal clearance and aggregation through interactions with proteins such as serum albumin \[[@R105]\]. These obstacles can be reduced by incorporating siRNAs into particles, complexes, or by applying chemical modification to the RNA backbone. Indeed, the introduction of phosphorothioate and 2'-O-methyl sugar residues into the siRNA backbone has been shown to reduce degradation by exo- and endonucleases in serum and tissues \[[@R106]\]. However, even modified, naked siRNAs have poor cellular uptake due to their small size, net negative charge, renal clearance, and hydrophilicity \[[@R107]\]. Therefore a range of delivery vectors such as liposomes, polymers and nanoparticles have been developed to facilitate cellular absorption as well as provide a degree of protection.

Clearly for RNAi therapy to be effective there is a need for delivery systems that work at the major sites of HPV infection. This includes the mucosal surfaces of the vagina and cervix, the anus, the larynx and the oral cavity, as well as cutaneous skin. The ability to deliver to these localised areas rather than systemically is advantageous as it bypasses first-pass hepatic and kidney clearance, enables targeted local delivery to the infected tissue, potentially reduces the required doses and achieves higher local concentrations of siRNA. While localised mucosal delivery has its own set of challenges, successful delivery of siRNA to the vaginal tract holds great potential for the treatment of other viral infections such as HIV and Herpes simplex virus (HSV) (reviewed in \[[@R108]\]). In the vaginal setting, siRNA molecules must be able to resist rapid degradation by nucleases and inactivation by the low pH of the vaginal environment, as well as be able to bypass the top layer of dead, hyperkeratotic cell entrapment in the mucosal layer. Additionally, they must be formulated so that they remain available for cellular uptake by cells targeted by the virus. Essentially though, the main barrier for efficient vaginal siRNA delivery is the mucosal layer. It is a protective barrier for underlying tissues and removes foreign particles efficiently \[[@R109]\], thus complicating sustained release. Another important factor to consider that may dramatically affect the efficiency of delivery in the vaginal cavity is the physical environmental changes that occur throughout the estrous cycle \[[@R110]\].

To date, several groups have reported varying success in delivering siRNA to the vaginal tract. Previous strategies to overcome vaginal delivery barriers have included the simple application of lipoplexes into the vaginal cavity either with \[[@R111],[@R112]\] or without \[[@R113]\] progesterone treatment, as well as mucus removal in the vaginal cavity prior to siRNA administration \[[@R114]\]. Unsurprisingly, investigations of naked siRNA uptake into vaginal tissues after intravaginal administration reported inefficient delivery \[[@R113]\] under normal physiological conditions. This was likely caused by rapid degradation and inefficient mucosal uptake of naked siRNAs in the vaginal cavity. However the same study showed dramatically improved delivery with the use of the cationic transfection reagent Lipofectamine^**®**^. In contrast to this report, we have found that conventional lipoplexes are not able to reach the cervicovaginal epithelium and are not retained in the vaginal cavity following administration under normal physiological conditions \[[@R115]\].

Progesterone has been used prior to treatment in multiple studies to arrest mice in the diestrus phase of the estrous cycle. Initial studies that used this method investigated vaginal instillation of siRNAs targeting HSV-2 in a lipid formulation. Palliser and colleagues reported that siRNAs mixed with Oligofectamine^**®**^ resulted in efficient delivery to the epithelial and lamina propria cells and protected mice from lethal HSV-2 infection \[[@R111]\]. However, this was marred by further investigations into cationic lipidic systems for intravaginal delivery that raised concerns regarding their safety *in vivo*. Wu and colleagues reported that inflammation occurred in vaginal tissues following administration of the cationic lipidic transfecting reagent Oligofectamine^®^ \[[@R112]\]. Furthermore, they found that the transfection lipid on its own enhanced transmission of HSV-2. Prevention and protection from HSV-2 was instead obtained by a cholesterol-conjugated siRNA that caused virus gene silencing in the vaginal tract without inflammation or cytokine induction. However, progesterone pre-treatment in mice is typically associated with thinned vaginal epithelia that may facilitate epithelial penetration, and is dissimilar to any human estrous phase \[[@R116]\]. Progesterone use has additionally been associated with increased susceptibility and decreased immune responses to vaginal infections \[[@R117],[@R118]\].

Another strategy of evaluating siRNA silencing in the vaginal tract has used manual removal of the mucus layer \[[@R114]\]. This study also provided an alternative to siRNA lipoplexes with the use of biodegradable polymer-based poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA nanoparticles. A single dose of siRNA-loaded nanoparticles resulted in efficient and sustained gene silencing from the proximal vaginal lumen to the distal uterine horns. This work has yet to be repeated by others but could be a promising approach.

One other important consideration for delivery is the sustained application of the RNAi as it has been found that retention time is a major issue to achieving sustained vaginal silencing. We have developed a biodegradable matrix that works to solve this problem called the PEGylated Lipoplex-entrapped Alginate Scaffold (PLAS) \[[@R32],[@R115]\]. This sustained release system is based on the entrapment of muco-inert polyethylene glycol or PEG-lipoplexes in a biodegradable scaffold of alginate. It provides continuous release of siRNA in the vaginal cavity over at least 24 hours and the use of PEG enhances particle stability in the presence of mucin \[[@R119]\]. We chose alginate, as it is a naturally occurring polysaccharide already approved by the FDA for various uses including incorporation into food products and wound dressings. It is also readily cross-linked by divalent cations such as calcium to form a solid matrix without the use of organic solvents \[[@R120],[@R121]\]. Scaffolds made from alginate readily decompose in the presence of sodium ions, which are naturally occurring within the body, and thus serve as a trigger to release entrapped therapeutics slowly over time \[[@R122]\].

A further advantage of this method is a solid vaginal siRNA delivery system with the ability to be retained in the vaginal cavity following administration without prolonged anaesthesia and the capability to be administered at any stage during the estrous cycle. Consequently, this system can be easily adapted for clinical use to deliver siRNA that is retained in the vaginal cavity after administration and achieve efficient delivery to the cervicovaginal epithelium under normal physiological conditions. When inserted intra-vaginally we found that PLAS offered a 6-fold increase in siRNA delivery compared to cationic lipoplexes. More importantly we were able to achieve 85% knockdown of lamin A/C in vaginal epithelial cells using PLAS \[[@R115]\].

Other areas of local HPV infection could also be considered when developing these strategies. The delivery of siRNAs to the anal region should be possible with PLAS. In the case of skin, degradable solid nanoparticles, direct injection and microneedle-based delivery have all been demonstrated to work \[[@R123]-[@R126]\], while high-density nanoneedle projections also have been suggested as a possible solution. The larynx, for the treatment of laryngeal papillomatosis, is a more challenging location and to date there have been no reported studies. One could envisage a nanoparticle-based spray that might be useful but it would require repeated doses, as the retention time would be particularly poor in this location. A gel might solve this but would be difficult to deliver unless perhaps applied at the time of surgery. Finally, HPV is associated with oral cancers and delivery of HPV-specific siRNAs in the mouth area offers much the same challenges as vaginal delivery. Once again no studies have come to light, which further highlights delivery as the most pressing obstacle to therapy.

USING RNAi TO IDENTIFY NOVEL DRUG TARGETS IN CERVICAL CANCER
============================================================

RNAi technology has another potential use that could contribute to a HPV therapy. This is its application in the discovery of novel drug targets required for viral replication and disease progression. By undertaking genome-wide RNAi screens in infected and control cells, one can uncover genes that affect only virally-infected cells or indeed cancers resulting from HPV infection. There are two commonly used approaches for RNAi screening that utilise either synthetic siRNA libraries (*via*liposome-mediated transduction) or shRNA (*via*lentiviral transduction). The concept of the screen is simple -- normal and cancer cells are transfected in parallel with siRNA/shRNA and each well is then examined for loss of viability or cell death. Ideally virally--infected or cancer cells would die while normal cells are unaffected, thus identifying so called synthetic lethality genes. These are genes required by the cancer cell but whose loss can be tolerated in normal cells and therefore are novel targets for drug intervention or RNAi therapy.

In the case of HPV, only a small number of screens have been reported. The Harlow and Munger labs undertook a kinome screen using shRNAs and discovered 26 kinases that were required in all three HPV cell lines tested \[[@R127]-[@R129]\]. They used these screens to identify HPV E7 target kinases (e.g. CDK6, ERBB3, FYN, AAK1 and TSSK2) as well as finding that the kinases SGK2 and PAK3 were synthetic lethal in HPV cells. These kinases represent a new class of HPV-specific targets against which therapies can be developed. Another study undertook a larger, genome-wide screen to identify genes that suppress expression from the HPV18-long control region (LCR) \[[@R130]\]. Examining more than 21,000 genes, the primary screen confirmed 96 cellular genes that are essential in the suppression of the HPV18-LCR. As expected, most of these genes primarily worked together with E2 however, some acted independently to repress the LCR. Besides the identification of novel targets this study also supported the hypothesis that E2 engages different cellular pathways to down-regulate the expression of the oncogenic activities of HPV18.

RNAi screens have been used for a number of viral infections such as HIV, Influenza virus, HCV, Dengue virus, and West Nile virus (reviewed in \[[@R131]\]). From these a number of novel targets have been identified and are the subject of intense research and development. One surprising issue that has arisen from these screens has been the lack of overlap between the genes identified in each study. Subsequent meta-analysis suggests they do identify genes within similar pathways and the differences can be attributed to experimental noise, differences in sampling time, and variations in hit selection criteria. No doubt many more such screens will be reported in the near future and this technology promises to not only result in a number of new approaches to the treatment of cervical cancer, but also for a range of other cancers and viral infections. These targets may be amendable to siRNA therapy or to small molecule inhibitors, many of which may already have been developed for other indications.

THE PATH TO THE CLINIC AND TRIAL DESIGN
=======================================

In thinking about a potential clinical trial design for siRNA to treat HPV disease, a number of factors need to be considered, the first of which is to determine the particular disease to target (cervical intraepithelial neoplasia (CIN)-1, CIN-IV, warts, genital warts, etc.). Our suggestion is that the greatest need at present for therapeutic intervention is in the cervical cancer area. Moreover, the current treatment for low grade CIN-1 is a wait-and-see approach. This lends itself to a potential trial during the waiting period while still allowing researchers to keep current treatment as best practice. Any HPV-specific siRNA should function to target E6 or E7, as these genes are absolutely required for cell survival. While a phase 1 safety trial would be required, we present a simple phase 2 trial that would give a strong indication of potential success. We would suggest a double-blind, 2 arm (treatment and placebo), 40 patient trial of patients presenting with abnormal papinicolaou (Pap) smears. Patients would be 18-30, not be pregnant or likely to get pregnant and generally healthy. At entry, a biopsy would be taken and the HPV DNA status determined. Then treatment would then be given in the form of a physician applied patch, gel or liquid (depending on formulation). At one month, examination of the area and associated biopsy would confirm any resolution and/or loss of HPV. This would be a small, low-cost trial to gain insight as to the potential for an siRNA-based therapy. For advanced metastatic disease, systemic delivery is obviously required. At the present time the best option is lipoplexes based on stable nucleic acid lipid particles (SNALP)\[[@R132]\]. Such particles have been effective in several clinical trials to date \[[@R57]\]. Once again E6/E7 would be the target in this treatment. One issue with such particles is the reliance on non-specific delivery and so a research priority would be to identify targeting ligands for cervical cancer cells. At present a popular ligand is the folate receptor, which is generally over-expressed in cancers but other ligands also need to be developed. It is in advanced disease that combined therapies will be tested. The likely best path forward would be in the use of siRNA-lipoplexes with current chemotherapy as a first step as this would be more likely to achieve a desired outcome. Finally, until compelling preclinical animal model data comes forth the concept of immune-activating siRNAs is unlikely to proceed to the clinic.

CONCLUSION
==========

Much work has been undertaken in both *in vitro* culture and small animal experiments to show that siRNAs against HPV are highly effective at reducing cell growth and tumour size. As no satisfactory animal model of cervical cancer exists other than E6/E7 transgenic mice, the next logical step is small-scale human trials. Like much of the siRNA field, this is being held back by poor delivery systems although a number of vaginal delivery systems, including the PLAS system, offer a potential solution. For local skin delivery the new micro- and nanoneedle technologies look promising. While E6 and E7 are the obvious targets of choice, other targets such as E2 and E5 might be useful but have not been explored much to date. Perhaps combinations of siRNAs targeting all 4 genes may prove even more potent. We also note that very little has been done to explore radiation therapy in combination with siRNA and this might also prove to be a promising approach. Finally, given the high specificity of RNAi for HPV genes, cervical cancer would be a good target for more permanent treatment *via*DNA-directed RNAi and lead to improved outcomes in the future.
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![Schema of the RNAi pathway. Schematic representation of siRNA-mediated RNAi pathway (Degradation pathway). Chemically synthesised effector siRNAs can be directly delivered into the cell or else generated from the cleavage of longer double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) and/or intracellularly expressed short-hairpin RNA (shRNA) by the endonuclease, Dicer. The antisense or guide strand is loaded into the RISC to form the activated siRNA-RISC complex (siRISC), which associates with the target mRNA bearing complementarity to the guide siRNA. Finally, Argonaute 2 protein (Ago2), the core component of siRISC mediates cleavage of the transcript in the base-paired region. The cleaved mRNA is released and the RISC components are recycled to mediate further rounds of silencing.](TOVJ-6-204_F1){#F1}

![**A Timeline of HPV RNAi research.** Studies into RNAi directed against high-risk papilloma types have facilitated significant progress towards a promising therapeutic since the first successful attempt at silencing E6/E7 in 2002.](TOVJ-6-204_F2){#F2}

![**Schema of Immune activation by siRNAs.** RNA oligonucleotides and siRNAs are potent stimulators of the innate immune system, exerting their effects by activating endosomal toll-like receptors (TLRs), or the immunomodulatory proteins retinoic acid inducible gene (RIG)-I or Protein kinase R RNA-dependent protein kinase (PKR). This leads to the induction of interferon (IFN) and pro-inflammatory cytokines to promote an anti-viral state, which could be beneficial in a combined therapy against HPV disease.](TOVJ-6-204_F3){#F3}

###### 

Comparison of siRNA with Current Treatments

                             siRNA           Chemo/radiation   Vaccine
  -------------------------- --------------- ----------------- ---------
  Target                     All HPV Genes   All cells         L1, L2
  Prophylactic               ✓               ✘                 ✓
  Therapeutic                ✓               ✓                 ✘
  Long-lasting               ✘               ✘                 ✓
  Specificity                High            Low               High
  HPV types                  All             All               2-4
  Warts                      ✓               ✘                 ✓
  CIN/AIN/VIN                ✓               ✓                 ✓
  Laryngeal Papillomatosis   ✓               ✓                 ✓

SiRNA therapies show major advantages over other forms of treatment including specificity, broad application and reduced toxicity. CIN, cervical intraepithelial neoplasia; AIN, anal intraepithelial neoplasia; VIN, vulval intraepithelial neoplasia.
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